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when viewed as embedded in B and 
t













= 0). We drop that assumption here and allow for nonorthogonal foliations of M





as the extrinsic curvatures of the surfaces 
t





















respectively. We assume that





. Physically we view B as being the history of a set of





and dilaton  elds (whose coupling if governed by the constant a) the regular






















































 = 8 in units where G = c = 1. The boundary terms ensure that if we keep metrics and certain matter terms
xed on the boundaries then the variational principle is properly dened. The I term is any functional dened
with respect to the boundary metric 

. Since that metric is kept constant during the variation, ÆI = 0 and so
doesn't aect the equations of motion. This term is called the reference term and as we shall see a bit later, its form
determines the zero of the action.




































































































The P 's are momentum terms, $
T





are the regular gravitational
Hamiltonian constraint equations and Q is an electromagnetic constraint. A













are the lapse and shift for the foliation of the boundary





























where we have assumed that the constraint equations are satised. The ~" terms are QLE densities and the ~|

terms
are angular momentum densities. H is the reference term calculated from I. We dene the quasilocal energy to be
the Hamiltonian for observers measuring proper time (
~








A Calculating the quasilocal energy























and so is the extrinsic curvature of 

t




the normal vector n

. Geometrically it measures how the area of 

t
changes in the direction n

.
For asymptotically at spacetimes we dene the reference term E so that E will vanish for at space M . The
simplest way to do this is to (locally) embed B in M and then dene ~" in the same way as ~". Specically we embed
the two surface 

t


















































































is the electric eld. ~"
m
, may be thought of as a charge times a Coulomb potential.
Roughly it represents the potential energy of the region M with respect to the EM potential A

. Note that it is
gauge dependent. Three natural gauge choices set "
m
= 0 at innity, the quasilocal surface 

t
, or the black hole
horizon.
In the following we consider two quasilocal energies. The rst is E
tot
  E with the gauge chosen so that ~"
m
= 0
on the black hole horizon, and the second is the geometrical energy E
Geo
  E where we have chosen the gauge so
~"
m






































B Transformation laws for the boosted QLE
Next we investigate how the QLE transforms with respect to motion of the observers. Consider two sets of
observers who instantaneously coincide on a surface 

t
. Here we take them as a \static" set being evolved by the























in the direction n






it is not hard to show that
"




















and so represents the (local) rate of change of the area of 

t
as measured by the observers
with respect to proper time. It can be thought of as a momentum ow through the surface. j
m
`
is a matter term
that can be set to zero by an appropriate gauge choice (which we'll make here for simplicity). Thus, if the j
`
terms
are zero, the transformation laws are very similar to those for energy in special relativity.
Things are slightly complicated because the reference terms transform with respect to a dierent velocity. Looking




. Then, it is not surprising
that the surface of observers would have to travel at a dierent speed in the reference spacetime than they do in the
original one to keep this rate of change the same. Thus,
"

= (" + vj
`
)
where v is dened in an analogous way to v.





is a constant, independent of the boost. This








(which is a constant) and will be of use in the later
calculations.
III NAKED BLACK HOLES








































is the location of the black hole horizon and (for the
coupling constant a 6= 0) r
 
gives the position of the singularity behind the horizon. There are also dilaton and












and F = G
0
sin d ^ d':

























a = 0 this solution reduces to a magnetically charged Reissner-Nordstom (RN) black hole. For the purposes of this






)  1 (that is R
+
is much larger than the Planck length) then these black holes have a very
large surface area and a correspondingly large mass (in the corresponding Planck units). All of the curvature
invariants are small outside of the horizon, and static (r = constant, t = constant ) observers measure very small






































the evolution of the observers, n

is the normal to the spherical surface, and the other two components point along






 1. All other measures of the curvature (including curvature invariants) measured by
such static observers are similarly small.











then observers who are falling into these holes tell a very dierent story about the curvature compo-
nents. Consider a spherical set of observers who started out with velocity zero at some very large














































point along the spherical surfaces. v =  (1 F )
1=2
is the radial velocity of the infalling observers




is the standard Lorentz factor from special relativity. Then, a typ-









That is they see extremely large, Planck scale curvatures. The resulting huge geodesic deviation laterally crushes
them. Horowitz and Ross [3] dubbed this subclass of Maxwell-dilaton holes naked because Planck scale curvature
components could be seen outside of their horizons.
A QLE of naked black holes
These black holes seem almost tailor-made to be investigated by our method of dening boosted quasilocal energies.
A static (r = constant; t = constant) set of observers measure
EGeo

























. Note that both of these go to R
+
 1 at the horizon. This is not surprising since both measure the
quasilocal energy and large R
+




Next consider the infalling measurements. The radial velocity of the infalling observers in the original spacetime
is v =  (1   F )
1=2
with respect to the static observers. By contrast, the shell of observers have to travel at
v =  
_






(1   F ))
1=2
in the reference spacetime if they want their surface area to change at the



































are constants that are on the order of unity. Thus we see that our extension of the QLE formalism
detects the dierence between regular \clothed" and naked black holes. Note however that while static/infalling
observers see small/large curvatures they measure large/small geometric QLE's.
B Why do naked black holes behave this way?
These small/large measurements can be understood physically in the followingmanner. As was noted by Horowitz
and Ross for a naked black hole R
+
Æ is more-or-less the time left to an infalling observer before she reaches the
singularity at r
 




and so in some sense for naked black holes
the singularity is \just behind" the horizon.
At the singularity the surface area of an r = constant shell of observers goes to zero. Intuitively this means that
for the naked black holes we expect the magnitude of j
`
(basically the rate of change of the area) to be very large
since the area is very large but will soon be zero. By contrast for an RN black hole, the area only goes to zero at
r = 0 which is not so \close" to the horizon. Thus j
`
need not be so large. These expectations are borne out by the
calculations.
Thus, we can see why observers falling into a naked black hole experience the huge lateral crushing forces. As a
shell of them travelling on geodesics cross the horizon the surface area of that shell is rapidly decreasing and so the
crushing lateral forces are to be expected. By contrast for \clothed" black holes the rate of change of the area is
much smaller and so are the corresponding lateral forces.
The relative sizes of j
`










































much larger than " and "

. Thus as j
`
















includes matter terms. These terms are also boosted to be very large but there is no






the matter terms dominate over the geometrical ones which are small and so the total infalling quasilocal
energy is large.
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